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Abstract-Paper notes are still widely used during meetings Recent technological solutions for integrating paper and dg
for the capture and review of information created in meetings. ital media, such as Anoto's digital pen and paper technolog'
However, personal notes are limited in terms of providing facilitate the integration of information captured on pae
an overview of collaborative work practices and reflecting the with digital services and create an opportunity for im-proe
evolution of data along successive meeting phases, especially
taking into account actions performed on paper and digital meeting experiences. When using Anoto-enabled noteboos
media. We propose a solution for the review of meeting data meeting participants can seamlessly switch between individa
captured along three dimensions of collaboration: paper-digital work on paper and collaborative work in digitally enhane
interaction, private and shared documents as well as pre- and in- shared spaces. A series of experimental systems have propoe
meeting information. Based on a general data model, our system mcaim o rnfrigpprntsbtenpn
enhances the transition between succeeding meeting phases and mcaim o rnfrigpprntsbtenproa
improves the review of personal and collaborative cross-media notebooks and shared interactive whiteboard or tabletop sr
meeting material, faces. However, most of these solutions have only marginal

addressed issues related to the further management and reve

1. INTRODUCTION of resulting artefacts across the two interaction spaces.W
build on previous work for bridging private paper-based n

Even with remarkable advances in meeting support and shared digital informnation spaces based on Anoto technolg

review solutions [2], [31], paper-based notetaking continues and propose a solution for digitally reviewing meetings;ta

to be one of the most commonly used work practices in the involve interactions on both paper and digital mediaaln

preparation and capture of information circulated in meetings. alternative phases of individual and shared work.

Factors such as a high technological overhead or the increased To identify systemn design requirements, we conductei

time to accomplish the same tasks may negate the bene- Study on how paper notes are used to document meetins

fits of more sophisticated systems [21]. Natural paper-based The resulting system consists of a number of componet

notetaking often represents the only means of documnenting that enable the data transition between different devices ue

meetings and further processing information created as part during private and shared work through successive meetn

of collaborative in-meeting activities. This is particularly the phases. Features and functionalities provided by the pre- n

case in work environments where a meeting support system in-meeting components are used to derive metadata andh

is not necessary to achieve collaboration goals and thorough organisation of paper and digitally edited data for thepot

meeting records are not required [7]. meeting review. Collaboratively created data is reviewed bae

During co-located collaboration phases, part of the work on a simple but effective mechanism allowing the facile tracn
takesI plc in shre inercto spce an may be catue of cross-mei dat trasiton and flow ofdaa -etee
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surface is often used as a mediator for sharing artefacts from with paper content placed on a shared surface. For exampe

personal information spaces [23], [25]. The shared workspace paper printed buttons to remote control shared content r

provides a unified view of possibly heterogeneous artefacts and used in Paperizer, Diamond's Edge or PaperPoint [26]. Whl

offers better support *for structuring and getting an overview an indirection through paper for any editing operation ta

of complex information spaces [29], [32] as well as making requires pen input is required in DigiPost and Diamon'

it possible for multiple users to work simultaneously. Digital Edge, the use of Anoto technology has been extendledt

tabletops provide further advantages that make them particu- interactive surfaces in Shared Design Space, Paperizeran

larly suitable for specific collaborative tasks [18], [24], [30]. the NiCE Discussion Room, enabling the pen to be useda

Among these, the natural co-habitation of physical and digital an input device for both paper and tabletop interactions. Ti

artefacts on the table surface makes tabletops particularly allows further manipulations of shared content by meanso

suitable for supporting collaboration in cases where personal top projected buttons controlled with the digital pen as inih

work is brought into a meeting in the form of paper docu- Shared Design Space project. In the NiCE Discussion Room

ments [10]. Other aspects include encouraging comnmunication a pen can also be used to manipulate whiteboard overlays ta

in a face to face manner, providing better awareness, equitable allow switching between layers of heterogeneous content n

collaboration through equal access to material and the direct to interact with content inside the laptop screen capture.Th

manipulation of information, use of the digital pen as a universal input device resultedina

A number of existing systems, including Paperizer 2 [31, interesting effect in Paperizer, where the touch input is ol

Shared Design Space [81, Diamond's Edge [11, the NiCE mentioned for a vertical surface in the environment to whc

Discussion Roomn [9] and DigiPost [ 12], interconnect personal content from the tabletop can be sent.

work recorded on paper with shared information spaces based Shared Design Space and Diamond's Edge deal with evov

on Anoto's digital pen and paper technology. Information ing content by using overhead projections on the real printu

written on Anoto-enhanced paper with a digital pen can be to provide an overview of edits performed on the shared cp

made available as digital ink data and rendered on tabletop or of the paper content. For this purpose, ARTag 3 markers r

wall displays. Emphasising an idcntificd nccd to support both attached to each paper page and tracked by a vision systm

private and shared information spaces, existing work focuses The drawback of the approach is that the updated conten i

almost exclusively on interaction techniques to encode a user's only available while working with the paper document i

intention to transfer content from paper to the shared surface. the area covered by the tracking camnera. The approachi

Issues related to managing multiple instances of artefacts only effective for simple editing operations. In the caseo

and changes made across information spaces or the synchro- concurrcnt private and shared edits by multiple users, mre o-

nisation of changes are often not addressed. Furthermore, phisticated collaborative editing and consistency mlaintainn

existing solutions are limited to meeting environments and lack solutions are required [28]. Furthermore, the updated conteti

functionality to access in a post-meeting phase collaboratively not available for later access outwith the meeting. in the NIC

produced material. Discussion Roomn, the integration of meeting interactions nt

Inspired by previous work [22], [26], Paperizer proposes the "larger context of overarching activities" is mentioneda

two sharing mechanisms. Printed content can be "pick-and- one of the identiflied requirements and users are reportedt

dropped" or paper sketches can be "sent" synchronously or have preferred writing on paper rather than on the whitebor

asynchronously to a digital whiteboard surface. The Shared since paper could be taken away after the session. Howver

Design Space project implements the concept of " hype rdrag - the system only addresses the integration of personal work nt

ging" [23], enabling the sharing of personal content on a shared environments during meetings. A solution proposedi

digital tabletop including digital materials stored on a laptop as Diamond's Edge is to print updated versions of the conen
well~~~~~~~~ as pae cotet Heergneu souce of inomto an -oatchteI onteokpgs



recording and later replay of collaborative sessions. DocuDesk Extensive details about the method, the recruiting prces

introduces the "task rehydration" feature that enables resum- and the results of our study are presented in a previu

ing previous workspace configurations comprising both paper publication [11I]. The study revealed 7 categories of pae

and digital documents. For this purpose, documents displayed notes based on how they supported post-meeting activites

on the tabletop surface need to be explicitly linked by the user. Notes taken with the purpose of supporting work in progrs

In the revived workspace configuration, digital counterparts were the most often recorded and amounted to 37% of h

of the paper documents created by the vision system are total notes. They were integrated into digital deliverable

presented, enabling comparisons with possibly updated paper short time after the meeting through a process of updatig

versions. A limitation of the review functionality is that privacy restructuring and modifying their content. 21 % of the noe

aspects are not taken into account when constructing views of represented todos and reminders. These were typicallyun

the collaboration data [251, [311]. Therefore, all participants derspecified and users provided additional details to cret

have access to any tracked and recorded document, even entries within digital calendars or similar tools in a pot

if they are not meant to be permanently shared with other processing step after the meetings took place. 6% of h

participants but merely shown during a phase of collaboration. notes were meant to temporarily record information thati

Some review functionality is provided on the table surface in not necessarily of interest for the participant, but whichwa

the samne setup that is used for the capturing of content but meant to be later forwarded to other colleagues. Another 8

not in the privacy of personal computers. Furthermore, differ- of the notes represented information that was classifieda

ent participants may have different perceptions of interesting potentially relevant in the future. The participants declae

content [15]. Among the described systems, only Pictionaire that they gener-ally experience difficulties in managing ti

proposes variable views, category of notes as they tend not to be encountered inth

Related to our work, CoScribe [27] has proposed a series future, a phenomenon described in Lin et a]. as "out of Sighi

of interaction mechanisms to integrate and later enhance the is very likely out of mind" [ 17]. The rest of the notes comprie

review of complementary paper and digital material. How- mnetadata (6%), means of diverting attention (2%) and noe

ever, related documents are added to the proposed interactive declared as irrelevant (20%). In the latter case, participat

graph visualisation only if actively linked through association reported that they would take these notes "just in case"bu

gestures. Furthermore, approaches for differential visibility of most likely never use them.

collaborative material apply only to annotations and tags on We further report on a series of additional aspects that wr

printed documents. analysed during the final semi-structured interview phaseo

As highlighted in this section, most of the existing ap- our study. We were interested in finding what kind of matra

proaches focus on the collaborative issues during a meeting. is prepared and brought into a meeting by the participats

These solutions pay less attention to the post- processi1ng of We also made inquiries regarding the parallel use of pae

informnation that has been collaboratively generated within a and digital documents and whether participants experiene

meeting. As a result, it is often not possible to track the tran- any difficulties in managing the combination of papernoe

sition of information between private and shared information and other information sources after the meetings. Furthermoe

spaces or across different types of media as part of a post- we wanted to investigate different approaches to managn

meeting review process. evolving information through successive meetings. Finallyw
wanted to learn in which manner personally created notesar

11I. MEETING NOTETAKING STUDY shared with other participants.
Three predominant types of meeting material were prepae

Systems that deal with the integration of private work cap- in advance by participants. First, users declared that te
tue on pae int colbrto enirnmnt ofe provide make note in their personal noeok aboutri isue to;* be



personal notebook. Participants were rather fuzzy in terms of as well as a solution to filtering relevant information fo

their approach to managing annotated documents. These were heterogeneous notes in a paper notebook are required. Inth

typically kept in printed annotated form for later reference, next section we present our solution for the latter case.

without any digital transcription. In a few cases, participants IVNOEBSDM TNGUPRTADEIN
mentioned that they filed these paper documents within or ini ~ NT-AE ETNGSPOTADRVE

the vicinity of their notebooks, particularly a short time after We start this section by listing the requirements of u

the meeting. However, participants also reported that these meeting support and review system and then describing h

annotated documents were often misplaced in the long term. main features of the system. In the third part, we provd

Normally, notes taken during a meeting were not completed some implementation details.
with supplemental details after the meeting and there was a A ytmRqieet
lack of managing evolving content. An exception were the A ytmRqieet

participants who intentionally left empty placeholders in their The results from related work and our own study leadt

pre-meeting notes and filled in information during the meeting. the following main requirements.

Only one participant managed evolving content by rewriting Paper-based notetaking as primary documentation:Ou

the updated content as a new entry in their notebook. The result study participants were reluctant to change their meetn

can be explained by the preference to produce more refined documentation behaviour [I11]. They also declared that te

versions of meeting notes in a digital form as mentioned earlier would accept changes imposed by a meeting support syse

in the case of notes supporting work in progress. only if the benefits clearly outweigh additional ellb(-rt.I

Participants reported that they normnally do not share notes became obvious that any kind of support should not requr

by physically passing around their notebooks. They mentioned that meeting participants use the system instead ofthi

that the notes were too sketchy to be forwarded in the form habitual documenting approach. The system should rate

in which they appear in the notebook and also, for reasons of complement their preferred paper-based documentation wr

privacy, they did not want to make the entire content of their practices. Lin et al. [17] recommend that pen and paper r

notebooks available. Notes taken to infornr others were usually provided for recording information when it is triggeredbu

communicated verbally. In a few cases, participants used email emphasise that digital solutions are typically more suitablefo

communication after the meeting. In one meeting, participants later trainsfer, maintenance, reference and archiving phase i

used post-its to comment on a colleague's presentation and the information managemnent cycle. Therefore, our aim wa

handed themn to the presenter after the meeting. When asked, to allow participants to primarily refer to notes and use h

the participants expressed an interest in a service that could meeting support system to enhance the sharing of inforaionT

potentially allow them to easily share occasional notes taken both during and after meetings.
for somebody else's interest. Cross-media transitions between private and shared spae

We asked the participants which aspects of their meeting through different meeting phases: It is obvious that diffeen

material management practice could accommodate improve- situations may require different degrees of refinemento

ments. Three aspects were associated with the highest potential content brought into meetings to support collaboration.I

for improvements. First, the questioned people mentioned that some cases, it may suffice to simply jot down some noes

they were not able to find a single tool that could manage all of while in others digital documents may be a more approprat

their information; a problem that has been investigated in the representation. As mentioned in Section 11, several facor

field of personal informiation management for quite some time. result in less efficient collaboration when information ha

Second, they expressed their dissatisfaction about not having has been captured on paper has to be integrated into shae

found a way to organise and get an overview of all their paper environments. The collaboration supported by a user's physca
maera icudngpine dcuetsa wlla hnwrttn noeoo cnberthr natrllak euliara1iptAn



mechanism to interrelate pieces of information across private of the projected tabletop interface as shown in Figure 1.Th

and shared spaces for documenting inter-space transitions and post-meeting component provides support for reviewing pae

dependent edits is required and participants should be able to notes and digital documents that have been worked on duin

correlate their notes with material from the shared spaces. As a meeting. We will describe the functionality of each ofths

reported in our study [11I], notes have different uses that can three components in more detail.

only be identified by the user. Therefore, participants should be
given the possibility to control and actively enforce the process
of interrelating parts of their notes with external material.

Granular content sharing and post-meeting data owner-
ship: Different categories of notes occur in notebooks. It is
therefore important that users are able to selectively share parts
of their paper notes. The privacy of a user's notes needs to be
given further attention in post-m-eeting phases. In a meeting
review, several levels of access to m-aterial managed in shared
spaces should be enforced. The owner of the shared material0`R
should be able to control who gets what type of access to their
data after the meeting. This could encourage the sharing ofaZi
material in the first place and support in-meeting collaboration. O

Quick review of paper-digital material that has been
handled in meetings: Meetings can generate a lot of paper Fig. 1. In-meeting interaction
and digital data. When using Anoto technology, handwritten
information is captured as low level ink data. In addition Meeting participants are provided with support to colec
to ensuring that relations between artefacts are appropriately and upload both paper and digital materials to a vita
captured and enforced in a meeting review component, ap- document space before a meeting. The uploaded matra
propriate levels of granularity in presenting data and intu- will be accessible for interactions in the shared interacto
itive entry points for navigating captured material should space during a specific meeting chosen from a dropdownls
be provided [31]. Various approaches of dealing with low shwn 4l"pcmnetng.T rae e etn

granularity levels presented by streaming data have been evewnt, al usephscom povditeneevn meetings.details ne m

proposed. Ju et al. [13] propose a ti mesl ice- based model ivncluin a tite, has litof tropicsan the particiants asetshown

to reduce the complexity of recorded data. In Teamspace, inclFingur 2. Siitlearlyt nesrpofilpcadtes patciant bcrate by

indees ase onintracion wih atefctsarerecmmeded providingr a name, a password and a list with the identifir
to ease retrieval of recorded material [7]. In the case of ink oasciteddgtlp!.Teifrmto eie naue

data, Pimentel et al. [20] propose a review solution based on pofilesowillted usdigtol contro aes dufrmaiong dein-eetingn

replaying pen-based interactions and address the problem of prost-metwing phauses. Furcothrmorces in-eeing intmerationsil

low granularity by constructing intermediary views. As we botmetasoiate wihaindividualtuersoe basmedin ontherauniquodgia

will describe in the next subsection, we opted for snapshots pen asoidtentifiers. viulusraedoheuiu

containing intermediary states of paper notes snippets and pnietfes

annotated digital documents processed in the shared space to
organise data for the review phase. Participants can obtain a ------ ------------------

quick overview of the collaboration by inspecting captured



approach used in PapierCraft [16], as shown in Figure 3a. current meeting session as shown in Figure 5. The droppn

Selected parts of notebook pages are transformed into digital of documents into the Public folder will later make te

representations and stored in the virtual document space. The accessible to all participants in the meeting review phs.

Anoto digital pens are used in streaming mode so that paper- Furthermore, any document that is dropped into the Trashbi

based user actions are continuously interpreted and feedback is permanently deleted. Paper notes and digital documnt

can be provided on the user's personal computer screen. Any that have been prepared and uploaded in the pre-meetn

selected paper content is represented as a virtual note and a phase are accessible during a meeting via each participan'

thumbnail of it appears on the central cover flow widget of Private folder. The position of a private folder can be chane

the application window as highlighted in Figure 3b. Digital by simply dragging and dropping the folder with the dita

documents can be selected via a file chooser component. The pen. Note that the folders will reorient themselves whe

first page of a selected document is shown as a thumbnail repositioned by applying an auto-orientation technique simla

picture in the cover flow list of prepared documents in a similar to MERL's DiamondSpin.
manner to Figure 3b.

.... .-.-..

(a) Select note content (b) Display note thumbnail

Fig. 3. Collection of paper notes

The tabletop application user interface shown in Figure 4

provides several elements foi organising meeting material. In ... ..
the centre, a set of buttons placed on a rotating Wheel qf Fig. 5. In-mieeting review of workspace snapshots

Fortune are easily accessible by all participants and provide
functionality to create woikspace snapshots, reestablish previ- Papet notes excerpts are represented on the tabletop ue
ous woikspace layouts oi save and delete documents. interlace as virtual notes containingz a digital counterpa. o

Wheel of Fortune Snapshots folder Snapshot button the original paper note. Digital documents are represene
as virtual physical books that can be consulted througt
simulated 3D page fumning effect. Pen input on both a -vita
note and individual pages of a virtual book results in pn

based annotations of the original content. In the case of noes
the new pen strokes update the digitised note content,whl
annotations on a virtual book page are associated with ec
page in the form- of overlay information.

A series of further editing operations are available o



mode after having touched a dedicated toolbar item. New as highlighted in Figure 8. The note appears on the tableto

content can be created on the tabletop in the form of new at the position indicated by a double tap gesture performe

virtual notes. A virtual note is created by drawing a rectangle successively to the circling selection operation.

with the pen as shown in Figure 7a.

............. . .... (a) Circle paper note (b) Paste selected paper conten

(a) Copy selected strokes (b) Paste selected strokes Fit:) 8. Copy a paper note directly to the tabletop

Fig. 6. Copy/paste operation
As m-entioned earlier, the use of private and public foldr

As soon as the user lifts their pen, an empty virtual note to change the ownership of public material created on h

appears on the tabletop suirface at the same position and tabletop during the meeting and private material createdb

with the corresponding size as highlighted in Figure 7b. By individual participants within their private space, is reflete

applying the auto-orientation technique mentioned earlier, the in the post-meeting review. If the ownership has not be

new note automatically faces its creator. changed, stored information about a document's creatori
used. Meeting material can be reviewed by using the sm
cover flow interface approach. Users may browse through ol
lections of workspace snapshots as shown in Figure 9. Vita
notes and physical books representing digital documents r
highlighted in different colours according to their ownersip

X Artefacts owned by the currently logged in user are highlighte
in pink, public atrtefacts are highlighted in yellow and artefct

. .. . .pertaining to other users, and therefore inaccessible, ateno
highlighted. When a user clicks on a highlighted thumbal,

(a) Draw rectangle (b) Empty VittUal note the note or document is enlarged to expose more detailss.

FigT 7. Viitual note creationi

Virtual notes created on the tabletop are by default public.
A participant may claim the ownership of a public note
by dragging the note to their private folder or by invoking
the corresponding action provided by the associated toolbar
widget. Documents placed in a participant's private foldei can
only be accessed by their owner. When double tapping the
f'older with one of* their registered pens, a cower flow widget ............. ...... .. RO
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moment is captured with an instance of the version class, meeting interactions, as compared to replaying individual op

which is associated with the snapshot object and original erations [20]. Appropriate privacy levels in reviewing meetn

document. A document version maintains information about material are ensured through private and public folders usedt

a document's representation on the tabletop and all contained adapt ownership metadata. Furthermore, a browsing approc

edits at the moment of the snapshot. If a snapshot has been based onl cover flow widgets allows users to quickly identf

reconstructed, the document versions can be further edited, possible information of interest among the captured data.Ou

moved and resized. A subsequent snapshot will create new choice follows recommendations made for meeting suppr

document versions. systems, according to which the browsing interface has t

To address differences in the manipulation of various types be simple and provide quick overview with low level efor

of documents and their annotations, extensions of the two required for the users [31].

general Document and Note classes can be implemented. In The proposed solution is meant to support participantsi

Figure 13, we show the extensions that we made to handle vir- processing meeting material, especially in cases driven b

tual notes and PDF documents in grey. The two specific imple- specific task such as producing an outcome artefact. Thes

mentations of the Document class are VirtualNotes and tasks require an overview of relevant material. In our syse,<

PDFDocuments. Pen-based annotations are represented by an overview of paper and digital material handled in the shae

the VirtualNoteContent and PDFPageAnnotation space during meetings is constructed, along with meanso

extensions of the Note class. A PDFDocument can have filtering and discovering entry points into the heterogeneu

zero or multiple PDFPageAnnotat ions associated to it. In content of paper notebooks. In addition to supporting activl

contrast, a virtual note can have at most one associated virtual looking for specific relevant content, the mechanismma

note content. Such document specific cardinality constraints create opportunities to casually notice or increase the ablit

over the Document-Note association are specified in the to remember other useful information, as suggested inor

corresponding Document subclass implementations as indi- previous publication [I I]. Since our study has shown ta

cated by the abstract addNote method. documentation material is most likely modified and a dita

Pen input on both paper and the tabletop surface covered version of the same content would not necessarily be of ue

with Anoto pattemn is handled by the iPaper framework [19]. we did not focus on supporting the creation or edits of dita

For the tabletop surface used during the in-meeting phase, we artefacts based on content extracted from the overview.

used an inexpensive solution consisting of a large paper sheet Whittaker et al. [31] suggest that one of the reasonswh

printed with Anoto pattern placed on a regular circular table multiple meeting browsers have not gained popularity mightb

under a protective glass layer. An in-meeting application user having "failed to Provide ain aippropriaite level of abstrato

interface implemented in Adobe Flex5 is overhead projected to allowv aisers to strategically focats on im~portaint part)o

onto the table surface and, through appropriate calibration. the Ineting ". The abstractions we propose for structurn

pen input interpreted by the iPaper framnework is mapped to and presenting meeting material for review are notes md

corresponding manipulations of underlying projected content. onl documents and snapshots. They reflect users' assessmet

To implement multitouch operations such as zoomning, rotating on the relatedness of content. Edits can be performed on h

and moving content on the table surface, which require fast extent of the same virtual note or document page to modf

transmissions in real time, the pen input is mapped to TU1O 6  or add related content. New virtual notes can be created we

messages. These messages are transmitted to the application unrelated content has to be dealt with. By default, notes relc

driving the tabletop user interface and parsed into mnultitouch thle final result of edits performed during collaboration toavi

gestures. We use a modified TUIO cursor profile to also generating too many or irrelevant stages of the collaboraio

transmit information about pen identifiers and timestamips as in the final review and enfborce the ef~ficiency of* the navigain
par of the TUJ mesaes Thes wer use foA prtos Itreii tgso tecnetcnb atrda ato



filtering mechanism based on what was considered relevant [10] B. Hartmann, M. R. Morris, H. Benko, and A. D. Wilson. Pictionie

for the discussion at a specific moment. Supporting Collaborative Design Work by Integrating Physical n

Beig drivd fomuses' ssuptinsof elaednss nd Digital Artifacts. In Proc. of CSCW '10, Savannah, USA, Febrar
Bein deivedfro usrs' ssuptios o reatedessand 2010.

relevancy, the approach to overviewing meeting data is likely [11] A. Ispas, B. Signer, and M. C. Norrie. A Study and Design Implicain

to be more effective, as also pointed by Fass et a]. [6]. for Incidental Notetaking with Digital Pen and Paper Technologie.I

Howeer, he sme uthos metioPr.c. of HCI '10, Dundee, Scotland, September 2010.
Hoeetesm uhr eto hat users are likely not P?[12] H. Jiang, R. B. Yeh, T. Winograd, and Y. Shi. DigiPost: Writing onrot

to spend time on documenting interactions when focusing on its with Digital Pen to Support Collaborative Editing Tasks on Tabeo

other activities. Ju et al. [13] introduced the idea of implicit Displays. In UIST '07 Posters, Newport, USA, October 2007.

and explicit captures used in combination to cope with this [13] W. Ju, A. lonescu, L. Neeley, and T. Winograd. Where the Wl
Things Work: Capturing Shared Physical Design Workspaces. InPrc

issue. In our opinion, a formn of implicit capture would have of CSCW '04, November 2004.

neglected our initial goal of providing quick and effective [14] 5. R. Klemmer, K. M. Everitt, and J. A. Landay. Integrating Physicaan

ovevie ofcolaboatin dta.Theefoe, e coseto ake Digital Interactions on Walls for Fluid Design Collaboration. Humn
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